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Abstract Several reports like e.g. the European Drones Outlook Study predict that
the number of unmanned aerial systems for commercial use will grow significantly
within the next years. By further advancing in the direction of autonomous drone
operation, it is most important to guarantee operational safety. Therefore, sophisticated methods of fault-tolerant control (FTC) have to be developed and tested. This
paper presents a novel concept for determining the degree of a system’s inherent
over-actuation and how this information can be utilized for optimization-based control allocation in different modes of operation to achieve fault-tolerance. The paper
describes the modeling and FTC of a dual system hybrid UAV, which is inherently
over-acutated when in addition to the aerodynamic surfaces four lift rotors are used
to control the aircraft during long range fixed-wing flight mode.

1 Introduction
In modern engineering applications many systems are inherently over-actuated, i.e.
there are more control effectors than controlled variables available. This is especially true for aerospace systems, but also applies for example to robotic applications or the automotive sector as x-by-wire techniques are becoming more common.
The resulting analytical actuator redundancy is often utilized for (in some predeKarl Frederik Prochazka
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fined sense) optimized control distribution, which is widely used for fault-tolerant
control to reallocate control signals among remaining healthy effectors in the face
of actuator faults (see e.g. [14] [1] [9]). As the commercial drone market is expected
to grow constantly within the near future [24] the research of sophisticated methods
to achieve fault-tolerance and, at best, maintain nominal performance during the occurence of a fault is an important step to increase the overall operational safety for
autonomous drone missions. Although there are different proposed ways for distribution and prioritizing amongst actuators in aircraft applications (e.g. minimal drag
or radar signature [5] [8]) it would be interesting to generally determine the degree
of over-actuation as a system property. This would yield more insight into how each
individual control inputs contributes to the over-actuation and the information could
thus be used for prioritizing of actuators and it could be considered during early
development and system’s design stages.
This paper presents a novel approach to analyze a system’s degree of over-actuation
from a system theory perspective regarding each individual system state and control
input. The presented scheme can be seen as a variation of the classical controllability analysis explicitly regarding the concept of over-actuation for FTC purposes.
The concept is applied to a dual system hybrid UAV which combines a multicopter’s
ability to take-off and land vertically with the energy efficient long-range flight capabilities of a conventional fixed-wing aircraft. To investigate the configuration’s
inherent over-acutation properties a UAV model has been developed which also considers the use of lift rotors during cruise flight. The concept of optimization-based
control allocation has ben applied to that model enabling the control demands to
be distributed among aerodynamic surfaces and lift rotors. Based on this progress a
fault-tolerant control setup has been developed which achieves good tracking performance even in the face of severe faults in the aerodynamic control surfaces.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the proposed concept for overactuation analysis is presented and the modeling procedure of the hybrid UAV on
which the integrated FTC scheme has been simulated is described. Then the design
of the FTC system, including the baseline feedback controller as well as the control
allocation module, is presented. Section 3 describes the different experimental simulations and the results. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper and gives an outlook
on future research.

2 Materials and Methods
This sections begins by introducing the proposed method for determining a system’s
degree of over-actuation, which will later be applied to the hybrid UAV model. The
modeling procedure of the UAV is presented in section 2.2. Section 2.3 describes
the implemented fault-tolerant control approach to compensate for actuator faults.
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2.1 Over-Actuation Analysis
In this section a novel concept to analyze a system’s degree of over-actuation is presented, which utilizes classical controllability analysis techniques to explicitly take
the concept of over-actuation for FTC purposes into account. A similar approach
stemming from aircraft control was introduced in [7] and describes the so-called
attainable moment space (AMS), which is used to determine the set of attainable
moments or angular accelerations, respectively, for a given available actuator configuration. Although this method is also quite useful for FTC, it is primarily not
thought of as an tool for over-actuation analysis. To introduce the proposed scheme
first consider a linear system given in the state-space form
ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)

(1)

y(t) = Cx(t)

(2)

with x ∈ Rn , u ∈ Rm and y ∈ R p . A system is then defined to be over-acutated
if rank(B) is greater than the number of rows (n) of B [19]. However, for control
purposes it is often of more importance to consider the controlled variables y and
therefore a more specific definition of over-actuation will be used here (see e.g.
[16]). Thus, a system is over-actuated (in the sense of anayltical redundancy) if it is
functional controllable and has more inputs than outputs, that is
rank(SOC ) = p
m> p

,

with the output controllability matrix


Soc = CB CAB CA2 B . . . CAn−1 B

(3)
(4)

(5)

introduced by [23]. But, similar to the well known Kalman controllability criterion,
this defintion gives only a binary result concerning a system’s over-actuation and
no further insight. The only other (to the author’s knowledge) approach from [16]
defines a system fullfilling m > p and rank B > p to have (m − p) degrees of actuator redundancy. The novel approach presented in this paper aims at assigning each
individual controlled variable y a degree of over-actuation, as the over-actuation
property does not necessarily hold true for every single output. For this purpose the
positive semi-definite output controllability gramian
Z ∞

T
At
T AT t
Woc = CWc C = C
e BB e
CT
(6)
0

is utilized. In adaption to the case of state controllability, described by Wc , an output
1
controllability ellipsoid in the state space can be defined from the matrix Woc 2 [6].
1
By performing a singular value decomposition of Woc 2
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Σ VH
Woc 2 = UΣ

(7)

with the matrix of left output singular vectors, U = [u1 , u2 , . . . , up ], right input singular vectors, V = [v1 , v2 , . . . , vp ] and Σ = diag(σ1 , σ2 , . . . , σ p ) containing the singular
1
values of Woc 2 . Then the principal axes of the ellipsoid are given by uk σk , describing the controllability of certain directions in the state space, that is, for a given
kuk = 1 the value σk describes how far we can go in the direction uk [6]. To utilize this concept for over-actuation analysis first the nominal ellipsoid described by
Σ nom , Unom is calculated from (7). Then for each input i ∈ 1, . . . , m the corresponding reduced ellipsoid isdetermined by zeroing the column for actuator i from the
input matrix
Bi = [b1 , . . . , bi−1 , 0, bi+1 , . . . , bm ]
(8)
and scaling the reduced singular values obtained from
Woc,i

1
2

 Z
= C

∞

e

At

0

T
Bi BTi eA t


C

T

1

2

= Ui Σ i VH
i

(9)

with Σ i = diag(σi,1 , σi,2 , . . . , σi,p ) to those of the nominal case. This leads to the
following propositions:
Proposition 1 A system is over-acutated regarding the output y j with j ∈ 1, . . . , p if
1. rank(SOC ) = p
2. m > p
3. for the corresponding singular values

σi, j
> 0 is true for all i ∈ 1, . . . , m.
σ j,nom

To determine how many actuators contribute to the over-actuation of an output y j
an individual degree of over-actuation for every y j can be defined:
Proposition 2 An over-actuated output y j with j ∈ 1, . . . , p has a degree of overactuation of τ j , where τ j is equal to the number of inputs ui , i ∈ 1, . . . , m for which
0<

σi, j
<1
σ j,nom

applies.
Now also a statement regarding each individual actuator’s contribution to the nomiσi, j
nal control energy in every σ j,nom -direction can be investigated by evaluating σ j,nom
.
Again in adaption to terms of strong and weak controllability from [6] an actuator’s
uk contribution to the over-actuation of an output y j can be termed stronger than
σk, j
σl, j
that of another actuator ul , if σ j,nom
 σ j,nom
applies. Fig. 1 visualizes the concept of
controllability ellipsoids for a three-dimensional case, i.e. p = 3.
To give an example the presented concept is applied to the ADMIRE (Aero-Data
In Research Environment) aircraft benchmark model) [10]. The model has been
widely used for FTC purposes due to it’s large number of actuators (see e.g. [28][1]).
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Fig. 1 Nominal (blue) and reduced (grey) controllability ellipsoids for an over-acutated system.
The inner ellipsoid corresponds to the case where an actuator solely contributing to the overactuation of output p2 has been removed.

The seven control surfaces available for this example are: left and right canards (δlc ,
δrc ) left and right outer elevons (δloe , δroe ), left and right inner elevons (δlie , δrie ) and
rudder (δr ). The model has been linearized for a straight level flight at the trim point
Ma = 0.22, h = 3000 m with the given state vector x(t) = [VTAS α β p q r ]T ∈ R5
containing the airspeed (VTAS ), angle of attack (α), angle of sideslip (β ) and the angular velocities (p, q, r). The system outputs ω(t) = [p q r]T ∈ R3 . As the linearized
model is open-loop unstable the corresponding eigenvalue of the system matrix has
been shifted to the left half-plane in order to apply the presented concept. This is
necessary, since by definition of Woc in (6) it follows that the gramians only exist
for stable systems, that is with the A matrix being Hurwitz.
For the example the inner and outer elevons and the canards are each ganged pairwise symetrically to generate pitch control, so that only the rudder produces control in yaw and roll direction (through roll-yaw coupling). Thus the effective vec
T
tor of control inputs is reduced to u(t) = δc δie δoe δr ∈ R4 . Figure 2 shows a
σi, j
bar diagram with the corresponding scaled singular values σ j,nom
for every output
(p, q, r), so that the control energy contribution of each actuator is visualized. We
can see that the largest singular value in the nominal case corresponds to the roll
1
0.9
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0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

σ p,nom = 4.282

σq,nom = 1.456

σr,nom = 0.780

Fig. 2 Scaled singular values for the ADMIRE model with p = 3, m = 4 and all actuators ganged
pairwise symmetrically.
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axis, followed by pitch and yaw axis control. Although the system is over-actuated
(m = 4 > p) all control inputs except the rudder only produce pitch control. Thus
following the propositions from above the over-actuation of the system manifests
only in the pitch rate q, which has a degree of over-acutation of τq = 3. Regarding
the indivual actuator’s control energy contribution in q-direction it can also be seen
σδ ,q
σδoe ,q
σδc ,q
ie
< σq,nom
 σq,nom
which suggests that the outer elevons only have a minor
that σq,nom
influence on the overall pitch control.

2.2 Hybrid UAV modeling
The underlying configuration is a combination of a fixed-wing aircraft with the
propulsion system of a multicopter. Such systems combine the ability to take-off and
land vertically with the efficiency, the range and the velocity of a conventional fixedwing aircraft. A major advantage of the discussed dual system compared to different available hybrid configurations (e.g. tilt-rotor or tilt-wing) is the combination of
two independent propulsion systems. This avoids mechanical tilting mechanisms for
the vertical take-off and landing capability, which result in non-input-affine system
equations that are complicated to control during transition [15]. Another advantage
lies in the fault-tolerant capabilities of such configurations due to the inherent overactuation. This is given when in addition to the aerodynamic surfaces the lift rotors
are utilized for motion control, which are generally disregarded during cruise flight.
The novelty of this paper includes the analyzation of this system property and it’s
use for fault-tolerant control.
The state vector respresenting the UAV is

T
x(t) = p Φ v ω ∈ R12

(10)


T
with the position p = xn ye zd given in the inertial system and the Euler angles

T
Φ = φ θ ψ with respect to the inertial system. The remaining states are the

T

T
angular rates and translatory velocities ω = p q r and v = u v w of the UAV
(see e.g. [25]). The system inputs are given as

T
u(t) = δe δa δr δt ω1 ω2 ω3 ω4 ∈ R8

(11)

with the aerodynamic control surfaces elevator (δe ), ailerons (δa ) and rudder (δr ),
the pusher rotor thrust (δt ) and the four lift rotor’s angular velocities (ω1 , ω2 , ω3 ,
ω4 ). The mathematical model architecture developed in [22] is based on the equations presented in [2] and [25] with the final design of the hybrid UAV being a blend
of two available configurations (Texton Systems’ Aerosonde HQ and Alti Transition).
Figure 3 shows the developed CAD model of the hybrid UAV airframe with the control inputs highlighted in blue. For the modeling procedure of the UAV a rigid-body
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Fig. 3 CAD model of the dual system hybrid UAV airframe with the available control inputs
marked in blue.

model is assumed with body movement being caused by forces and momentums
resulting from aerodynamics, propulsion and gravity [22]. Further supposing the
flat-earth assumption to be valid, the equations describing the motion of the dual
system hybrid UAV in [22] are derived using the Newton-Euler formalism
  
  

ω × mv
f
mI3×3 0 v̇
=
+
(12)
ω
ω × Jω
ω
m
0 J ω̇
with f and m beeing the applied forces and moments [25]. The inertia tensor is
represented by J, ω and v are the rotatory and translatory velocities of the aircraft
and m being the aircrafts mass. Applying (12) results in the following set (13) of
nonlinear differential state equations.
  
 
ẋn
cθ cψ sφ sθ cψ − cφ sψ cφ sθ cψ + sφ sψ
u
ẏe  = cθ sψ sφ sθ sψ + cφ cψ cφ sθ sψ − sφ cψ   v 
(13a)
żd
−sθ
sφ cθ
cφ cθ
w
  1 sin φ tan θ cos φ tan θ   
φ̇
p
0 cos φ
− sin φ   q 
 θ̇  = 
(13b)


cos φ
sin φ
r
ψ̇
0
cos θ
cos 
θ
  


u̇
rv − qw
fx
 v̇  =  pw − ru + 1  fy 
(13c)
m
ẇ
qu − pv
fz


2
 
Jxz (Jx −Jy +Jz )
Jz (Jz −Jy )+Jxz
Jz
Jxz
pq
−
qr
+
l
+
n
ṗ
Γ
Γ
Γ 
 Γ

Jz −Jx
Jxz
2 − r2 + m

 q̇  = 
rp
−
p
(13d)
Jy
Jy
Jy


2
ṙ
Jx (Jx −Jy )+Jxz
Jxz (Jx −Jy +Jz )
Jxz
Jx
pq −
qr + Γ l + Γ n
Γ
Γ
The applied forces are
 
fx
f =  fy  = fg + f p,li f t + f p,pusher + fa
fz

(14)
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Table 1 Mass and geometric properties measured from the developed CAD model.
Parameter

Description

Value

Unit

m
Jx
Jy
Jz
Jxz
S
b
c̄
dx
dy

mass
moment of inertia about body x-axis
moment of inertia about body y-axis
moment of inertia about body z-axis
xz product of inertia
wing area
wing span
mean aerodynamic chord length
rotor distance in body x-direction from CG1
rotor distance in body y-direction from CG1

15.5
1.545
1.856
3.161
0.1204
0.55
2.89
0.189
0.6
0.6

kg
kgm2
kgm2
kgm2
kgm2
m2
m
m
m
m

1

Center of gravity

taking into account the gravitational force as well as the propulsion forces of the lift
and pusher motors. The applied moments are
 
l
m = m = ma + m p,li f t
(15)
n
taking into account aerodynamic effects and the moments generated by the lift rotors. The geometric and mass properties of the UAV calculated from the CAD model
shown in fig. 3 are given in table 1. Usually after the transition from hover to cruise
flight is finished for such dual system UAVs the lift rotors are fixed in a minimaldrag position and only used again for the next transition phase from cruise flight
back to quadcopter hover mode [11]. Therefore, no available models are known to
determine the lift rotors effectiveness when they are turned on during cruise flight.
To investigate the complex aerodynamic effects taking place during hover and transition mode a modified instationary vortex-lattice method has been developed in
[12].
For the purpose to capture the control effectiveness of the lift rotors and the induced
aerodynamic coupling effects during cruise flight for this paper computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) simulations have been performed in Ansys Fluent 19.0. Figure 4
shows the velocity flow field for a free-stream velocity of VTAS = 30 m s−1 and a lift
rotor angular velocity of ω = 6000 rpm for a half-segment CAD model of the UAV
with reduced complexity. The plots suggest that the incident flow of the lift rotors
differs and that they will have an effect on the overall aerodynamic behaviour of the
UAV. Due to the large number of required simulations and long computation times
when using the lift rotors in CFD, first only the longitudinal motion of the UAV has
been modeled. The applied aerodynamic drag and lift forces ( fD , fL ) and the pitch
moment (m) are
fD = q̄SCD

,

fL = q̄SCL

,

m = q̄Sc̄CM

(16)
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Fig. 4 CFD simulation of the hybrid UAV for VTAS = 30 m s−1 and ω = 6000 rpm. Red areas
indicate the maximum velocity of VTAS,max ≈ 50 m s−1 on the lift rotors.

2
with the dynamic pressure q̄ = 12 ρVTAS
and the air density ρ. With the angle of
attack (α) and the angle of sideslip (β ) the total force and moment coefficients for
the longitudinal motion are assumed to be:

CD =CD0 +CDα,1 · α +CDα,2 · α 2 +CDω, f ront,1 · (ω1 + ω2 )+
+CDω, f ront,2 · (ω12 + ω22 ) +CDω,back,1 · (ω3 + ω4 ) +CDω,back,2 · (ω32 + ω42 )
CL =CL0 +CLα · α +CLδe · δe +CLω, f ront,1 · (ω1 + ω2 )+
+CLω, f ront,2 · (ω12 + ω22 ) +CLω,back,1 · (ω3 + ω4 ) +CLω,back,2 · (ω32 + ω42 )

(17)

(18)

CM =CM0 +CMα · α +CMq · q∗ +CMδe · δe +CMω, f ront,1 · (ω1 + ω2 )+
+CLMω, f ront,2 · (ω12 + ω22 ) +CMω,back,1 · (ω3 + ω4 ) +CMω,back,2 · (ω32 + ω42 )
(19)
c̄
. The dimensionless aerodynamic stability and control derivatives
with q∗ = 2VqTAS
from (17) - (19) have been found by performing regression analysis of the acquired
force and moment data from CFD analysis and are given in the appendix. Notice that
the derivatives for the front (ω1 , ω2 ) and back (ω3 , ω4 ) lift rotors are the same, since
for longitudinal motion they are controlled pairwise identically. The pitch damping coefficient CMq has been taken from a similar configuration in [2] as it cannot
be directly determined from the static moments calculated in the CFD simulations.
However, according to [25] it can be approximated by using the UAV’s tail lift coefficient, which is scheduled for the next modeling process.

2.3 Control Law Design
If a system is over-actuated (see section 2.1) the resulting redundancy can be utilized
to increase the overall safety of a system and maintain, at best, nominal performance
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f̂(t)
FDD

Supervisor
Supervision
Execution
r(t)

K

u(t)

CA

δ (t)

E
Actuators

A/C

y(t)

Fig. 5 General structure of an AFTC System with actuator faults and Control Allocator (CA).

of the fault-free case even in the presence of system faults or failures. Therefore,
Fault Tolerant Control (FTC) systems have to be implemented. These can generally
be divided into two groups, namely active (AFTC) and passive (PFTC) systems [3].
For PFTC systems a fixed controller structure is used and presumed faults as well
as system uncertainties are considered in a robust design approach. On the contrary,
an AFTC system poses a more flexible structure as it reacts to the occurence of
previously unknown system faults in real-time and changes the underlying controller
structure. This enables the system not only to be stabilized but also to consider
the actual fault status to achieve (in some pre-defined sense) optimal performance.
However, this typically requires at least two additional elements: a fault detection
and diagnosis (FDD) mechanism and a supervisor module, which reconfigurates the
controller based on the fault information from the FDD. For more information on
PFTC and AFTC see for example [3][27].
In this paper, to control the hybrid UAV described in section 2.2, an AFTC scheme
has been used, consisting of a Control Allocator (CA) and a Dynamic Inversion
(DI) based control law. A CA module is traditionally used in over-actuated aircraft
systems to distribute the control inputs, or virtual controls u(t), over the redundant
true control surfaces δ (t) (see e.g. [4][7]). This has the advantage that in the case of
an actuator fault the CA distribution law is reconfigured while the baseline controller
K ) remains unaltered. In fig. 5 the general structure of the implemented AFTC
(K
system is shown. The focus of this paper lies in the novel approach to apply FTC
to a hybrid UAV by utilizing the quad rotors in cruise flight for achieving overactuation in the rotary degrees of freedom. Therefore the fault signal from the FDD
is assumed to be ideal and available to the CA module as soon as the fault occurs.
This is a typical approach for evaluating FTC concepts [28][26]. Nevertheless this
approach is a simplification of the reality, because robustness of an FDD e.g. against
model uncertainties is a serious issue which has to be examined in future works.

Control Allocator Design
Consider a linear system given in the state-space form of (1), (2) with a slightly
different notation:

Over-Actuation Analysis and Fault-Tolerant Control of a Hybrid UAV

ẋx(t) = A x (t) + B δ (t)
y (t) = C x (t)

11

(20)
(21)

with the state vector x ∈ Rn , δ ∈ Rm being the true (physical) control inputs and
y ∈ R p the outputs. If the system (20), (21) is over-actuated according to (3) - (4),
that is p < m, first a baseline controller K can be designed with the control signals,
or virtual controls, u ∈ Rk and k < m (where here k = p is assumed), disregarding the number of true control inputs δ (t). A Control Allocator (CA) module then
distributes the virtual controls over the true controls of the system, so that with the
given output control effectiveness matrix C B ∈ R p×m the control allocation problem
can be formulated as the search for δ (t), such that
C B δ (t) = u(t)
s.t. δ min ≤ δ ≤ δ max

.

(22)

While there are different approaches for solving this control allocation problem [17]
the methods of optimization based control allocation implemented for this paper are
of special interest. They allow (similar to LQR regulators) performance weighting
of certain actuators while minimizing a given p-norm cost function J [13]. For the
formulation of J different constraints like actuator deflection or rate limits can also
be included in the optimization process. This CA method can then be used to reallocate the virtual controls after an actuator fault has been detected to achieve faulttolerance, while the underlying controller K does not need to be reconfigured. The
optimization-based approach offers the advantage that the redundant control signals
can also be distributed in a fault-free case in order to fulfill secondary objectives like
e.g. minimizing the actuator’s control deflection [19]. When the 2-norm is used for
J, the optimization-based CA problem can be converted into a quadratic program
(QP) for which a global solution can be found [20]. The problem can then be stated
in a sequential form where in a first step the following cost function is minimized:
min J = kWu (CBδδ u (t) − u (t))k2
s.t. δ min ≤ δ ≤ δ max

(23)

where δ u (t) is a feasible solution minimizing the difference CBδδ (t)−uu(t) if the desired virtual control input u (t) is attainable. The weighting matrix Wu is included for
prioritization among the individual virtual controls. If the commanded virtual control u (t) proves to be attainable with the available actuators, secondary optimization
objectives can be introduced by solving a second optimization problem
min
s.t.

J = kWδ (δδ (t) − δ p (t))k2
CBδδ (t) = u(t)

(24)

δ min ≤ δ ≤ δ max
where the difference between the solution δ (t) and a preferred true control vector δ p (t) is minimized. δ p (t) is in general required to be defined in each iteration
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but assumed to be constant ( δ p (t) = 0 ) for all the simulations performed in this
work. The weighting matrix Wδ in (24) also allows for the prioritization of certain
actuators. Several numerical algorithms for the implementation of CA posed as a
constrained QP problem have already been evaluated and compared in the past [20].
In this work the active-set algorithm has been used for the implementation of optimal CA module since it is computationally efficient for systems with a medium
number of true controls (m ≈ 10) and has good convergence properties [14].

Dynamic Inversion Control
As a baseline feedback controller the Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (NDI) technique
has been employed, which is based on the feedback linearization approach [25]. The
NDI method is very popular in aircraft systems since it is suitable for a wide range
of operating conditions by taking into account strong nonlinearities of the aircraft
[8][25]. Furthermore the technique can be employed for a wide variety of system
types and is naturally well suited for the design in combination with a control allocation module. It is also possible to assign specific closed-loop dynamics in order
to achieve desired system responses, which satisfy typical flying qualities specifications [18]. For a plant given in the nonlinear state-variable form
ẋx(t) = f(x(t)) + g(x(t))u(t)
y (t) = h(x(t))

(25)
(26)

and with reference inputs r(t) ∈ R p the overall NDI controller, when combined with
a control allocator, is thus given by
u (t) = ṙr re f (t) + v(t) − F(x(t)) .

(27)

Here F(x(t)) is a full state variable feedback used for linearization. For perfect
inversion this makes the plant from v(t) to y(t) be a simple linear system with
p integrators in parallel [25]. If the plant is given in linear form (20), (21) for
F(x(t)) = CA ∈ R p×n applies, so that the control input becomes
u (t) = ṙr re f (t) + v(t) − CAx(t) .

K

(28)

−

CA
ω re f (t)
ω̇
wP (t)

R(s)

ω re f (t)

e(t)
−

H(s)

v(t)

u(t)

Control δ (t)
Allocator

x(t)
A/C

Fig. 6 NDI control structure with Control Allocator (CA) module for a linearized model.

ω (t)
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The control allocation module then distributes the virtual control input u (t) ∈ R p
from (28) over the true controls δ (t) ∈ Rm , in this case the aircraft’s actuators and
quad rotors, using an optimization technique as described in the previous section.
Fig. 6 shows the overall control structure used in this work. For such a setup the
controlled variables consist of the angular velocities ω = [p q r]T ∈ R3 and through
the use of appropriate reference models R(s) = diag(R p (s), Rq (s), Rr (s)) ∈ C3×3
desired aircraft dynamics ω re f ∈ R3 are generated from pilot input commands
wP ∈ R3 . The reference models are designed in order to satisfy standard forms for
ω re f ∈ R3
the aircraft modes (see e.g. [18]). Additionally the feedforward input ω̇
improves tracking behaviour of the closed-loop system. The control structure further consists of the inner control loop CA and the outer control loop including the
stabilizing compensator H(s) = diag(H p (s), Hq (s), Hr (s)) ∈ C3×3 , which has been
implemented as a typical PI controller to reject disturbances and inaccuracies in the
modelled aircraft dynamics.

3 Simulation and Results
For the following investigations the hybrid UAV model described in 2.2 has been
trimmed and linearized for a horizontal flight at h = 50 m and VTAS = 30 m s−1 with
the longitudinal motion state vector

T
xL (t) = u w q θ ∈ R4

(29)

containing the longitudinal and vertical velocities (u, w) in the aircraft body coordinates, the pitch rate (q) and the Euler pitch angle (θ ). The control inputs are given
as

T
uL (t) = δe δt δω,front δω,back ∈ R4
(30)
with the elevator (δe ), pusher thrust (δt ) , the front lift rotors (δω,front = ω1 + ω2 )
and the back lift rotors (δω,back = ω3 + ω4 ). This notation for the lift rotors has been
chosen since for pure longitudinal motion the front and lift rotors are controlled
pairwise identically and the corresponding control derivatives have the same value.
With the pitch rate (q) as output variable the resulting state space model is


−0.326 0.485 −1.646 −9.792
−0.528 −2.291 29.955 −0.538

AL = 
(31a)
 0.022 −0.391 −0.352
0 
0
0
1
0


−0.385 45.355 −2.06 −1.49
 6.998
0 −7.48 −12.15

BL = 
(31b)
−15.439 0
48.8 −44.2 
0
0
0
0


CL = 0 0 1 0
(31c)
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The remainder of this section is divided into two parts: First the concept presented
in section 2.1 is applied to the longitudinal UAV model (31) to determine the degree of over-acutation for the rotatory degree of freedom in pitch direction and the
lift rotor’s contribution. In the second part closed-loop simulations are presented
where the ability of the optimization-based CA method integrated in the FTC setup
from section 2.3 to utilize different inputs for pitch control is shown. Afterwards
the fault-tolerance capabilites of the hybrid UAV in combination with optimal CA is
demonstrated and the closed-loop performance of the fault-tolerant control scheme
investigated.

3.1 Over-Actuation analysis of the hybrid UAV
For the over-actuation analysis according to 2.1 the scaled singular values for
the state space model 31 are determined. Because y(t) = q(t) and m = 4 with
rank(BL ) = 3, rank(SOC ) = p = 1 the system is clearly over-actuated (see (3)-(4)).
σi,q
for the pitch degree of freedom.
Figure 7 shows the scaled singular values σq,nom
σ

δt ,q
As expected the pusher thrust (δt ) has no contribution to pitch control ( σq,nom
= 1),
because the pusher motor is assumed to be aligned with the body x-axis and thus
produces no torque around the pitch axis. It can furhter be seen that the pitch rate
q has a degree of over-actuation of τq = 3, because all the remaining control inputs
(δe , δω,front , δω,back ) contribute to it’s total control energy. Regarding their individual

σδ

,q

σδ

,q

σ

δe ,q
< σω,back
< σq,nom
suggests that the lift rotors
control energy distribution σω,front
q,nom
q,nom
have an even stronger influence on pitch control than the elevator. The fact that the
scaled singular values for the front and back lift rotors differ from each other is in
accordance with the CFD simulation results and resulting entries in the corresponding columns of BL . It is assumed that this results from non-neglectable aerodynamic
cross-coupling effects between the lift rotors and the wing influencing the effective
incident flow of the rotor plains.

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

σq,nom = 29.125

Fig. 7 Scaled singular values for the longitudinal hybrid UAV model with p = 1 and m = 4.
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3.2 Closed-Loop Simulations
In the next simulations the closed-loop performance of the FTC setup described
in 2.3 combined with an optimization-based control allocator (CA) is presented.
Because only longitudinal control is assumed, the pitch rate (q) has been chosen as
the controlled variable. The UAV model has been expanded to also contain actuator
dynamics, represented by first oder lag transfer functions with a static gain of K = 1
and a time constant of T = 0.05 s, and saturation elements taking into the account
the limits for the elevator’s deflection angle and the lift rotor’s angular velocities.
The corresponding minimum and maximum values are given by (δe,min = −30 deg,
δe,max = 30 deg) and (ωmin = 0 rpm, ωmax = 10 000 rpm). The reference model and
resulting PI feedback controller for the pitch axis are based on [18] and given by
Rq (s) =

4
s2 + 3.4s + 4

, Hq (s) =

3.4s + 4
s

.

(32)

To make the simulation results comparable for every scenario the same reference
signals have been commanded. Therefore, the UAV is excited in the pitch axis by
a pilot step command of 40 deg /s (t = 1 − 3.5s) and −40 deg /s (t = 3.5 − 6s). The
simulations have been performend in MATLAB/Simulink with a fixed simulation
step size of ∆t = 0.01 s using the ode4 (Runge-Kutta) solver.

Control Allocator Simulation
In this scenario the capability of the implemented CA method to consider secondary
objectives for the prioritization among different actuators is presented. Here no acutator faults are assumed. As there is only one virtual control for the pitch axis
(u ∈ R1 ) no weight amongst u is necessary, that is Wu = 1. In order to make the
CA module only utilize the elevator or lift rotors, the respective weighting matrices
Wδ from (24) have been selected as follows:




Wδ ,δe = 1 0 1000 1000
, Wδ ,ω = 1000 0 1 1
.
(33)
Figure 8 shows the commanded step input and reference signal generated by Rq (s)
and compares them to the controlled variables from the two scenarios with different CA weights. The plot further shows the resulting control inputs. It can be
observed that the CA algorithm distributes the control signals according to the selected weights by either using the elevator (without lift rotors) or the front and back
lift rotors (without elevator) to generate the required pitch signal. Secondly, It can be
noticed that the front and back rotors require different angular velocities to follow
a reference pitch rate with the same absolut value around the positive and negative
pitch axis, respectively. For both scenarios good reference tracking is achieved.
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Fig. 8 Reference signals, controlled variable (q) and control signals (δe , δω,front , δω,back ) produced
by different CA weights.

Fault-Tolerant Control Simulation
Here the fault-tolerance performance of the FTC setup with optimal CA ispresented. For the following the simulations the weighting matrix Wδ = 1 0 5 5 has
been selected to utilize both elevators and lift rotors for pitch control. Figure 9 shows
the simulation results for the fault-free case and a scenario where a floating fault
(total loss of effectiveness) of the elevator occurs at t = 3 s. Based on the available
fault information the CA module reallocates the control inputs amongst the lift rotors leading to an increased control demand for δω,front and δω,back . Despite the total
failure of δe the reference signal can be tracked without any sign of performance
loss visible. In the next scenario a jamming fault of δe has been simulated t = 1.8 s
with the elevator being stuck at δe,fault = −8 deg. In figure 10 it can be seen the lift
rotors are able to compensate for the elevator fault and the reference signal is tracked
quite accurately. It can further be noticed that due to the constant (unwanted) pitch
up torque from the elevator the back lift rotors have to generate more thrust than in
the previous fault scenario and deliver a constant input of δω,back ≈ 30 rpm to compensate the elevator torque in steady-state flight. In table 2 the RMS and maximum
absolute value of the control error for the different scenarios (prioritization of δe
and δω respectively, weights on both δe and δω , floating and jamming fault for δe )
are given. It can be seen that the error for the FTC setup with actuator failures does
not significantly exceed the fault-free scenarios. This shows the effectiveness of the
implemented FTC with optimal control allocation and (assuming ideal FDD) the
good performance of the lift rotors when being utilized for fault-tolerant control.
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Fig. 9 Reference signals, controlled variable (q) and control signals (δe , δω,front , δω,back ) for faultfree case and floating fault in δe .
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Fig. 10 Reference signals, controlled variable (q) and control signals (δe , δω,front , δω,back ) for faultfree case and jamming fault of δe .
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Table 2 RMS and maximum absolute value of the control error for different scenarios.
Scenario

δe only

δω only

δe and δω

δe and δω (floating) δe and δω (jamming)

eRMS
emax

0.8021
2.451

0.8387
2.504

0.8174
2.474

0.823
2.454

0.8413
2.495

4 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, a new approach to determine a system’s degree of over-actuation has
been proposed, which represents a variation of the classical controllability analysis
explicitly regarding the concept of over-actuation for FTC purposes. The presented
analysis method has been applied to a dual system hybrid UAV model. A further
novelty presented in this work is the utilization of the UAV’s inherent over-actuation
by using it’s four lift rotors, which are typically only employed for hover and transition mode, for pitch control during cruise flight. First promising simulation results
with a linearized model have been presented, in which a control allocation module was able to distribute the virtual control effort among the aerodynamic surfaces
and lift rotors so that good reference tracking has been achieved even in the face of
severe actuator failures. The presented approach can potentially increase the overall operational safety of hybrid UAVs while performing missions during long range
fixed-wing flights. Future work will include the conduction of further CFD simulations to also model the lateral-directional behaviour of the UAV as well as adding
a module for fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) to the FTC scheme, which has
already been presented in ([21]. Because FDD methods are very sensitive to uncertainties, e.g. coming from inevitable discrepancies between CFD data and true aerodynamic properties, their robustness properties have to be examined thoroughly. As
the proposed FTC concept focuses on LTI models a generalised LPV model based
extension seems useful. Furthermore, it is planned to perform hardware-in-the-loop
(HiL) simulations to verify the real-time capabilities of the implemented FTC structure.
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for this paper were conducted on the Lichtenberg high performance computer of the TU Darmstadt.
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Appendix

Table 3 Aerodynamic derivatives for the longitudinal motion derived from CFD simulations.
Derivate

Value

Derivative

Value

CD0
CDα,1
CDα,2
CDω, f ront,1
CDω, f ront,2
CDω,back,1
CDω,back,2
CL0
CLα
CLδe
CLω, f ront,1

0.038
0.000318
0.001195
1.2696e − 05
1.1e − 11
1.1081e − 05
6.4967e − 10
0.3131
0.0960
0.0105
3.7790e − 05

CLω, f ront,2
CLω,back,1
CLω,back,2
CM0
CMα
CMq
CMδe
CMω, f ront,1
CMω, f ront,2
CMω,back,1
CMω,back,2

6.8000e − 09
6.1907e − 05
9.1403e − 09
0.3706
−0.1112
−3.6 (taken from [4])
−0.0892
1.5791e − 04
5.7193e − 08
−1.4313e − 04
−5.8937e − 08
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